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Abstract. Transition matrix elements for bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) are 
investigated. Contrary toformulaepresentedbefore, they are found to bedependent on the 
angle between the incident electron beam and the emitted bremsstrahlung radiation. The 
effect of using angle-dependent 61s matrix elements is demonstrated for the case of Cu. 

1. Introduction 

Bremsstrahlung isochromatspectroscopy (BIS) wasrecognized as asource of information 
on unoccupied electron states long ago. There is a generally accepted idea that the 
intensity of x-ray bremsstrahlung radiation which is emitted as a result of a deceleration 
of incident electrons inside a solid can be expressed as aweighted sum of partial densities 
of states (DOSS) nf: 

The main brake to making full use of the BIS technique was lackof knowledge of relevant 
matrix elements mf. The effort to solve this problem has increased in recent years. It was 
recognized that matrix elements strongly depend on the isochromat energy fiw [l-31. 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that another parameter, namely the angle 
c between the direction of the incident electron beam and the direction of the emission 
of detected x-ray photons, influences BIS matrix elements significantly. 

The first expression for calculation of the BIS transition probability U, = 1m11* pre- 
sented in equation (3) of [4] does not contain c at all. This seemed to indicate that the 
value of cis irrelevant to U,. However, as this paper shows in sections 2 and 3, equation 
(3) of [4] determines not the true transition probability but only a 'reduced' probability 
urd, which cannot be directly used for calculation of the BIS spectra. After proving this, 
it will be demonstrated in section 4 that using the true transition probabilities uf instead 
of urd results in experimentally observable effects. Finally, the dependence of U, on the 
angle t i s  pointed out. 
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2. Fundamental equations 

If we neglect the inelastic energy losses of the incident electron prior to the bremsstrah- 
lung transition, the intensity of the registered bremsstrahlungradiation can be supposed 
to be proportional to the probability of emission of a photon (of energy fiw) induced by 
deceleration of an electron from a high-energy state IVJ (of energy E,) to any low- 
energy state of energy E = E, - fio. First this probability w,, for a single-crystal sample 
will be evaluated. On insertion of the Green function into the golden rule, it can be 
written as 

2 
w IC = - - I m  ( 11 d3rd3r' (W,IKflr)(r/G(E, - f iw)b ' ) ( r ' l&k, ) )  (2) 

f i  A = l . 2  

where K A  is the Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic interaction ( A  identifies the polar- 
izations of the radiation). The muffin-tin form of the potential V(r) is assumed so that 
V(r)  = Zm Vm(r), Vm(r) + Oonly for lr - R"' < IRETI. 

Arguments presented in [2, 4, S] allow us to concentrate on a single muffin-tin 
sphere-particularly that muffin-tin sphere, near the centre of which the deceleration 
of the electron takes place ('single-site approximation'). We denote this muffin-tin 
sphere by index 0. Having this in mind and employing the multiple-scattering expansion 
of the Green function [6,7], we can obtain finally [8] 

The matrix element p f )  is defined as 

p,ca) = /d3rQ!(rW~(r)Wi(r) 

where Q",r) is a solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation: 

(4) 

(G&, r') = (rlGo(Ec - ho)lr') is a free-electron Green function) and the scattering 
matrix tyLPL' satisfies the equation (91 

(6) p n  LL' - - tL  m 6 m n s L L '  + E E tFgTf"rpLf 
P L '  

where 

x / d2n Y L ( n ) Y ~ . ( n ) Y p ( n )  

represents the free-electron propagator and - 
fP, = d3r -kj,(kr)Y,(r)VP(r)Qi(r) I 4: 

(7) 

h2k 
mn 

= --sin 67 exp(i@) 
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is the scattering matrix of a scattering centre Rp. Note that k = -/h, L = (lm) is a 
multi-index and YL(r) denotes real spherical harmonics. According to [5,10], the initial 
state [VI) can be written as 

q(r) = - --E 4ni'exp[i6t(k')] R:.I(r) Ylm(r)YIm(k') (9) 
(2JCli)3/Z $ : I ,  m 

where k' is the wavevector of the high-energy incident electron and R$,(r) is the radial 
solution of the Schrodinger equation for the potential Vo(r) ,  normalized to the 6- 
function of the wavenumber k. 

In order to get (3) into the desired form (l) ,  it is necessary to express the DOS n, in 
terms of the scattering matrix .TL8. Starting from the 'definition' of the local DOS per 
Wigner-Seitz sphere (with radius rws) 

1 
nws - - Im (l" r2 dr dQ G(r, r) n 

and again using the multiple-scattering expansion of the Green function, the partial DOS 
n)"' can be introduced: 

p=- -  h l k 2 ~ I m [ r ~ L ~ ' w r 4 n r 2 d r ( - ) 2 ]  nm2 Rkl(r) 
0 sin 67 

(R,(r) is the radial part of the wavefunction a!(,), normalized to the &function of k), 
sothatnwS= &nTs (cf [ l l ,  121). 

Incorporatingof nTS into (3) is possible in the case when the non-diagonal elements 
of the scattering matrix rTLoL' are zero. This is exactly true for example in the case of cubic 
symmetric crystals for I s 2; however, practical calculations indicate that this condition 
is fulfilled within sufficient accuracy for higher I-numbers of interest, too. Hence, wsc 
can be written as 

Stillitisnecessarytoremove thedependenceofthe term Z:l(,ulm) (A) * pIm (1) onthem-number. 

3. Orientational averaging 

The magnetic quantum number m describes the orientation of crystal axes with respect 
to a preferred direction, i.e. with respect to the direction of the incident electron beam 
in this case. Its significance can be suppressed by performing orientational averaging of 
the sample, which is equivalent to calculating the BIS spectrum for a polycrystal instead 
of for a single crystal. Realizing that 
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in the dipole approximation (E@) is a polarization vector and f is a normalization- 
dependent factor), py '  can be factorized as 

where the radial part is 

qllp = 1 rz drRM(r)rR$l,(r) 
J 

and the angular part (guaranteeing the dipole selection rule 1' = 1 ir 1) is 
I 

U:!,. = 2 Y,-mt(k') d2n Y,m(n) E(') . nYl.,.(n). (1-5) 
" = - P  

Orientational averaging of (12) is equivalent to integration over all those values of 
E(') which keep the angle f as well as the k'-direction fixed, followed by integration over 
all directions of k'-we denote it by (l/8n2) I,, dd') d2k' (the factor 1/8n2 ensures the 
same normalization for both a single-crystal and a polycrystal sample). The probability 
of emission of a bremsstrahlung photon from a polycrystal sample is then 

Introducing polar coordinates of the unit k'-vector, namely 

cos q sin 0 

k' = s inq  sin 8 

(cos B 

the polarization vectors of the BIS radiation can be chosen for example as 

cos q cos B a s  6 - sin q sin 6 
sin p, cos Bcos 6 + cos p sin 6 E(1) = 

- cos q cos Bsin 6 cos 5 - sin q cos 6 cos f + cos q sin e sin c 
E @ )  = - sin p, cos e sin 6 cos + cos q cos 6 cos 6 + sin p, sin e sin f 

sin 8 sin 6 cos f + cos 0 sin 5 i 
(note that E( ' )  1 k', E ( ~ )  I E ( ~ ) ,  6 E (0, b) represents the degree of freedom connected 
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with the rotation of the sample around the k'-vector direction) and the expression 
ZJon de(>.) d2k' u~$u&. can be written as 

(A) . where u / , , , ~  IS defined by (16) and k' and E @ )  by (18)-(20). 
In order that equation (11) could be inserted into (17), XA.fonds(*) d2k' U(*) /m,l"u/ll l , /-  (*) 

must not depend on the quantum number m. The present author cannot demonstrate 
this independence analytically. However, the 'matrix' A(/m)(rms)p,m was tested numeri- 
cally for many values of the angle cfor 1 as high as 11 (i.e. even for much higher 1-values 
than those which are required for practical BIS calculations; see, e.g., [IO] or [13]) and 
found to be diagonal in both I ,  I' and m, m' as well as independent of m within the 
numerical accuracy of the calculation (the relative error was found to be less than 
10-'4for a 64-bit internal representation of real-ty e variables). This indicates that the 
assumption of independence of 2Jan dd*) d2k' ~ , ~ . p u / ~ . p  onm is true and hence it will 
be presupposed in the rest of this paper. The fact that it was not proven rigorously does 
not affect the validity of the results presented in section 4, since the independence of 

(A  ) 

(8 (1) 

*(A) (lm)(lmp- on m was tested for every particular calculation. 
Having all this in mind, we can denote 

and write finally 

wpc = 2 o / n y  
/ 

where n y  is determined by (11) and 

the WignerSeitz normalization factor being 
112 

s,(k) = (r 4nrz dr[R,(r)I2) 

When no sharp (e.g. plasmon) peaks occur in the electron-energy-loss spectrum, wpc 
can be compared with the experimental EIS intensity directly (91; otherwise including 
energy losses by convolution of wpc with an electron-energy-loss function is necessary 

On comparison of (25) with equation (3) of [4], it can be seen that the latter 
equation determines not the true transition probability U, but only a 'reduced transition 
probability' 

~ 4 1 .  

provided that the high-energy radial wavefunction of [4] is normalized as it is in [12] or 
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Flgure 1 . ~ 1 s  transition probability a, together with reduced transition probability a;* for 
metallic V, Cu and Ag ( 5  = 40"; isochromat energy, 1487 eV). 

[15]. The fundamental difference between U! in (25) and cryd in (27) consists in the 
omission of the <-dependent factor i" -'"pl,~,lo( <) in up. This difference does not depend 
on the precise form of the normalization of the high-energy wavefunction. 

4. Numerical examples 

In order to demonstrate the effect of this difference, figure 1 shows the transition 
probabilities U, together with the reduced transition probabilities uicd for three metals 
for the 1487 eV isochromat (an additional factor was introduced into (27) in order to 
obtain both U, and uyd on the same scale). The angle C was taken to be 40", which is 
roughly the value at which the experimental spectra in [4] or [13] were measured [16]. 
It is evident that uicd does not provide the correct weightsof particular I-symmetries. 

In spite of that, BIS spectra calculated using uyd instead of qagree with experiment 
fairly well [3,4]. This can be caused partly by the fact that the partial DOSS for different 
1 may be quite similar to each other and partly by the fact that the oscillations of the 
total BIS spectral curve can be dominated rather by the most significantly oscillating 
/-component than by the component which gives the highest absolute contribution. 
Nevertheless, the difference between ui and U;" can be observed experimentally, as is 
demonstrated for the case of the BIS spectrum of Cu; figure 2 shows experimental BIS 
oscillations (i.e. the raw BIS spectrum in [13] subtracted by a smooth curve) together 
with two theoretical BIS spectra calculated according to (24), using both U, and cried. The 
partial DOS data were provided by Zeller (see, e.g., [13] for details of DOS calculations); 
the radial parts of the matrix elements q,(. were calculated by the method presented in 
[17]. Both theoretical spectra were broadened by a convolution with the same energy- 
dependent Lorentzian [NI. 

Although the overall shapes of both theoretical spectra are similar, a significant 
difference arises in the structure of the broad peak at about 9-14 eV. While use of uFd 
implies that the subpeak at 9.5 eV is higher than the subpeak at 13.5 eV, the correct 
theoretical spectrum (obtained using U,) as well as the experiment clearly show that the 
first subpeak is lower than the second subpeak. 

Finally, figure 3 displays the relative magnitude of the Cu transition probabilities U, 

with respect to ul= I for three values of 5. It demonstrates that the angle 5 may be crucial 
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Figure 2. BIS spectrum of Cu for 1487 eV isoch- 
romat energy. The experimental data are from 
1141; the theoretical spectra ( f  = 40") were cal- 
culated for identical partial DO% but different 
transition probabilities. 

( = 10' c u  I , ( = 40' c u  I ( = IO' c u  1 :I ',i 
= . \  

Figure 3. The quotient a,/a, for Cu (isochromat energy, 1487 eV) for three values of the 
angle f .  

forthe ratio between transition probabilities q a n d  hence for thesignificance ofparticular 
/-components in the BIS spectrum. 

5. Conclusions 

The overall agreement of BIS spectra computed using reduced transition probabilities 
oyd with experiment indicates that the [-selectiveness of BIS spectra is not very high. 
Nevertheless, the transition probabilities U, may play a more significant role in materials 
with a strongly /-dependent partial DOS. 

Moreover, the 5-dependence of U, indicates that the angle 5 is a parameter which is 
characteristic of each experimental BIS spectrum, in a similar way to the isochromat 
energy Am. One can imagine that relative weights of particular I-symmetries could be 
changed using different angles 5, in a similar manner to which they can be changed using 
different isochromat energies. 
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